INTERCEPT TECHNOLOGIES
®

THE BEST SOLUTION TO MEET 30/30 TAX CREDIT REQUIREMENTS
AND ALL ENERGY STAR® STANDARDS

Don’t be misled by inaccurate
information or ‘spin doctoring’.
When spacer system manufacturers
boast the lowest U-Value, one should
always ask: Exactly what criteria
were used to develop the numbers
presented?

GED will assist you in making informed
decisions with ‘FACTS’. We utilize the actual NFRC
THERM modeling data on the latest simulation software that today’s independent simulators use when
analyzing your particular window system.
Intercept meets and exceeds the 30/30 U-Value/SHGC
Requirements for the 2009 and 2010 Tax Credit.
The cutting-edge, technologically advanced Intercept
ULTRA Stainless Steel material carries a conductivity
rating of 13.63 W/mK, as verified by the NFRC. That
translates into a 20% reduction from standard Stainless
Steel material, resulting in unit U-values that are equal to
or better than those found on other competitive spacer
product lines.

Intercept system IGU’s are produced in the most
productive and cost effective method found in the
industry today.
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GED can provide a seamless conversion of any
Intercept platform to produce ULTRA units with no
capital expense
Material costs reduced up to 33% vs. all other
spacer products
Increased production three to four times over other
spacer systems
No additional labor or training costs
Intercept process provides greater reliability for high
quality IGU’s vs. all manually-applied spacer methods

You’ll get no ‘SPIN’ from GED. Indeed, I believe so strongly in providing you with ‘FACTS’ that I encourage you
to contact me personally at 330.487.5094. I welcome each and every opportunity to speak to anyone who has
questions on the best solutions to meet the 2009 Stimulus Package and the 2013 Energy Star requirements as
well as any other concerns you may have.

INTERCEPT® & INTERCEPT® ULTRA
Superior Product, Performance, Profitability
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